
THESIS FOR GAY MARRIAGE

Thesis Statements: Granting legal marriage rights to gays and lesbians would threaten the stability of the family, a pillar
of our society. -or-. Granting legal.

There are many different views and opinions on the relationship between a man and a woman vs. Would you
attend the wedding? This Act defined marriage at the federal level as between a man and a woman. I believe
this because the main opposition of this are hypocrites, there are actions that are worse than same sex marriage
that are legal, and there is nothing wrong with it. Its and there may be another possible alteration; same sex
marriage. Love is the basic reason why individuals marry each other. Same sex marriage should be legal
throughout the U. Some feel it should be legalized, while others believe that it is a sin and should remain
illegal. Essentially, there are three major arguments that support the position that gay marriage should be
legalized and these include respect on individual rights, non-interference of the church in governance and
respect on the ability of gays to raise a family. The main arguments against gay marriage consists of the fact
marriage is supposed to be between one man and one woman, gay relationships are sins, and homophobes.
California as well as the rest of the state. The ability of gays to promote peace and self-reliance is noticeable
and there is no reason that they could not perform the basic responsibilities to build a family. Indeed, one
major theme found in this volume is just how much social science research is in fact biased, corrupted and
politicised. Schumm has made it clear in this carefully researched book that "scientific consensus" can often
be wrong. Same -sexmarriage ; also called gay marriage is a legally or socially recognized marriage between
two persons of the same biological. We were all taught this at a very young age watching the adults around us,
and Disney movies about finding our prince charming, but what if you. Indeed, Canada is coming to the
debate later than many countries. Should we provide the same rights to gay and lesbian couples that are
currently only afforded to heterosexual couples -- the right to marry, adopt and receive benefits? Although
marriage is regarded as an essential institution in the society, it has been a subject of controversy due to
suggestion on its modification which is referred to as same-sex marriage. It aims to explore how it affects the
society and most importantly the church. Besides, gays honor and abide by the laws of the land just like other
people in the society. The religious leaders and figureheads that try to use the Bible as support for their
campaign against same sex marriage are hypocrites. Will this be normal for future years to come? The basic
opposition on these arguments is that gay marriage can destroy the sanctity of marriage and mock the
importance of procreation. Over the past decade, marriage equality has become an even larger and more
controversial issue. He notes how so many numbers have been blown out of the water. Some have even
suggested that there are anywhere between million children being raised in such households in America!
However, negligence in looking into the society deeply might be the reason why many families suffer from
marital problems. But the public must be aware that gays are loyal to their mates and are monogamous being
devoted partners Bidstrup 1. Fratti, K. Both argue about the same things like where to spend the holidays, the
expenses of everyday living, and children. The legislation of the states will one day allow same sex marriage
in to be legal. Society cannot seem to agree about whether it should be made legal or not. If same -sexmarriage
was legalized, many positive outcomes could emerge from it; the society. Yet today, decades after the civil
rights movement, another form of subjugation is plaguing America. Should Gay Marriage be Legal
Nationwide? One of the reasons someone might give against same-sex marriage is that it goes against Should
Same-Sex Marriages Be Legalized?. People are raising this question: should gay marriage be legalized?
Should we tolerate discrimination against gays and lesbians in employment or housing? In one sense, this
book is an attempt to redress that imbalance. Many people want gay people to be allowed to get married. What
place is it for the government to say that said couple is not allowed to commit to the one who truly makes you
happy?


